Faith It Till You Make It: 3 Steps to Authentically Grow Into Your
New Business Identity
What keeps you from staying in action towards your desired goals? I can bet it’s
that four letter word….FEAR. Maybe your first few baby steps toward your goal
were a breeze. And then…it’s time to make a specific request from someone or
get out to a networking meeting and say “who you are and what you do” in 30
seconds (when you’re not exactly sure who the heck you are yet!). Taking what
feels like a big risk can stop you cold.
Now…you’ve probably heard that you’ll have to “fake it till you make it.” That all
successful people have had fears and doubts but persevered with apparent
confidence…even if they weren’t feeling it. Well, I don’t care for the word “fake it”
so much (my business name is AUTHENTIC Life Institute!). So I say “Faith it Till
You Make It.”
I do believe you have to take steps that scare the pants off you…those are the
ones that really move you toward your goal AND even more importantly, these
scary steps are the ones that stretch you more fully into who you truly are as a
human being (not just a human doing). Have faith that these are the steps that
bring you closer to your essential self and not the self you’ve created to get the
world’s approval.
To help you past this fear, I’m going to share 3 things I did as I grew from my
“feeling trapped but secure university professor self” into an entrepreneur who
feels freedom, ease and grace while providing products and services to the world
that ideally fit my life purpose and lifestyle choices.
Problem #1. Fear stops you when you are doing something for the first time
and don’t know how. I’ll never forget the first time I attended a networking
meeting –I went in with much trepidation and absolutely no clear intention of what
I wanted to get from it. I hadn’t thought about how I’d introduce myself and did it
badly. What could you do in this situation?
Solution: You could ask a friend who attends many networking meetings to tell
you what to expect when you go to your first meeting. You could also ask her to
tell you what her introduction is to get an idea of what’s expected.
You can look up “elevator speeches” on the internet to get tips you can use. You
can write up your first draft and practice it aloud, editing it and practicing until you
can at least get it out without totally tripping on your tongue.
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Problem #2. Fear about lack of experience. For the many of you
who have been reading my ezines, taking teleclasses with me and participating
in our Success Circle, you’ve witnessed my many “fall flat on the face” efforts.
And I can gladly say, that it doesn’t bother me a bit to make mistakes, learn from
them and move on now. I couldn’t always say that though!
Solution: You must be willing to tell people if you are brand new to
something.
It’s fine to admit it’s the first time you’ve done something AND don’t forget you
are bringing tons of valuable experience and skills to this first time situation.
I once facilitated a group on preparing yourself to attract a relationship. I have no
training in relationships…I wanted a group to work with me as I was preparing
myself for a relationship! I was honest. Right at the start of the group I shared
that “I’m not a relationship expert, I am looking to be in a relationship
myself…AND I have facilitated hundreds of teleclasses on many subjects and I
have a natural gift for this…so I know together we will learn a great deal about
ourselves and how to attract the right relationship while having a great time!” And
we did. (And I met a man exactly 12 months later who I am now married to.)

Problem #3. Lack of support
When you’re stuck in your rut and not doing anything new to stretch yourself
more into who you REALLY are, everyone around you is probably comfortable
with you just the way you are. Then, when you decide to step over a threshold
and begin to make changes, everyone around you is going to get shook up.
When I announced I was leaving my “secure” job, I got all kinds of responses and
none of them was supportive. "You’ll lose your health benefits and retirement."
"Do you REALLY think you can succeed in something so different from what
you’ve done?" "You’ll be lonely working from home." Get the picture?
Just when you need support the most, those who have given it to you in the past,
just might not be able to. They are afraid for you. Some are even envious
because they have a buried dream and are not courageous enough yet to move
towards it.
Every successful person has at least one supportive person (and most have
more!) to provide a strong foundation on which they can lie their dreams and
ideas and not have them get squashed. You need people that will say “yes you
can!” and help brainstorm ideas with you when you’re stuck. So early on in any
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change you are making, get some support!
I would love to be part of your support team by offering you a very affordable way
to work with me directly. For only $9.99 you can be part of our Success
Circle…so why wait? Join us today!
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